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Atlantahobby.com the nations leader in providing innovative, Electric
Flight products to consumers around the world and being one of the
largest single and multi rotor suppliers in the USA announced today that
it had completed beta testing and would be one of the first in the USA to
deliver the new and revolutionary Naza H Auto Pilot system.

Cliff Whitney, President of Atlantahobby.com said “The autopilot segment of the hobby
is exploding and technology is enabling more and more to enjoy our hobby. Via our tight
relationship with DJI am excited to be able to announce that the helicopter world changed
today with the public release of the revolutionary NAZA H Auto Pilot system. This new
flight control system goes beyond simple gyros and makes helicopter flying easy and
stress free for the masses. Imagine being able to fly a helicopter on your first trip out to
the field or if while practicing a new maneuver you get disorientated to be able to flip a
switch and have the helicopter right itself and return to the takeoff point all on it’s own.
The new Naza H makes helicopter flying easy.“

The Naza-H autopilot system is a new platform designed for beginner and expert single
rotor helicopter model enthusiast. It inherits the world famous Multi rotor Naza series’s
All-in-One design with specially tuned functions for the single rotor Heli Pilot. Standard
high performance functions such as tail gyro, flybarless, and multiple flight control
modes. The new Naza H also supports D-BUS and with the optional GPS module, flight
stability and failsafe functions are no longer a problem.

From novice to aggressive 3D, the Naza H perfectly meets the needs of different flying
styles. It is not just another FBL controller; it is “THE” best choice for the discerning
model helicopter pilot.

A few features
All-in-One Design
Built-in Tail Gyro/Flybarless Supported
Support for Multiple Electric Helicopter Platforms
Advanced Attitude and Control Algorithm
Optional GPS Module
Multiple Flight Control Modes/Intelligent Switching
D-BUS Supported
Independent LED Module
Future firmware upgrade to give Semi-auto Take-off & Landing
Additional features in the future

Prices start at $269 and you can see the rest of the Naza H line at Atlantahobby.com


